mediven® ulcer kit

24-hour venous ulcer treatment

Clinically proven effective.
With the graduated compression in the mediven® ulcer plus stocking and the antimicrobial silver in the mediven® ulcer liner, the mediven® ulcer kit heals painful leg ulcers more effectively than other treatment modalities.

Infection fighting.
Silver minimizes the bacterial growth in the stocking that can cause infection and odor.

Comfortable--all day and night.
The smooth, easy-on design of mediven® ulcer plus, provides comfortable, discreet all-day therapy. And, for around-the-clock healing, the mediven® ulcer liner is worn alone while sleeping.

What does this mean to you?
With proven healing benefits, mediven® ulcer kit provides a discreet 24-hour healing solution for the self-management and treatment of venous ulcers.

Features

NOTE: Please refer to our authorized dealer price list for more detailed ordering information.

* Mean compression for an average size ankle.
† Clinical efficacy study of compression therapy in the treatment of crural ulcers. Strejcek J. Centre for Dermatological Angiology.